Doorset installation comprising an opening frame, and method for assembling the doorset installation in a bay of a wall

The doorset installation comprises an opening frame (14) intended to be fixed in a bay of a wall and an opening panel (16) mounted on the opening frame (14). The opening frame (14) comprises two vertical struts (18), an upper beam (20) connecting the two vertical struts (18), the upper beam (20) being adapted to be applied on each vertical strut (18), and an assembling mechanism (22) for assembling each vertical strut (18) with the upper beam (20). The vertical struts (18) are able to pass from a disassembled configuration to an assembled configuration, the assembling mechanism (22) comprising, for each vertical strut (18), at least one guiding member (36) and at least one receiving member (38) able to receive the guiding member (36) in the assembled configuration, to define a predetermined position of each vertical strut (18) with regard to the upper beam (20).
The present invention relates to an opening frame intended to be fixed in a bay of a wall, the opening frame comprising:

- two vertical struts,
- an upper beam connecting the two vertical struts, the upper beam being adapted to be applied on each vertical strut,
- an assembling mechanism for assembling each vertical strut with the upper beam.

The present invention is in the field of construction and relates more particularly to frames for opening panels such as doors, facade claddings or trapdoors. Such opening frames provide a support structure for mounting an opening panel within a wall.

An opening frame of the aforementioned type is known. Such an opening frame is generally factory assembled, the upper beam being welded to the two vertical struts.

However, in a construction site, such opening frames are installed prior to the walls, or simultaneously with the construction of the walls. Thus, due to construction hazards, such opening frames regularly undergo damage such as moisture absorption, impacts, installation with plumb defaults and others, which generates additional costs.

Since the opening frame is subjected to damage, it has to be decorated at the end of the construction, which increases the construction costs.

Moreover, such an opening frame is bulky, which induces significant storage costs. Besides, such an opening frame is relatively complicated to install due to its weight and to the low adjustment latitude which is available for an operator.

One object of the invention is thus to provide an opening frame intended to be fixed in a bay of a wall, which allows reducing the costs related to its assembly within the wall, whilst facilitating said assembly.

The invention therefore relates to an opening frame of the aforementioned type, wherein the vertical struts are able to pass from a disassembled configuration to an assembled configuration, the assembling mechanism comprising, for each vertical strut, at least one guiding tab, said guiding tab extending from the surface of the strut facing the upper beam, and at least one receiving slot on the upper beam, said slot being adapted to receive the guiding tab,

- the assembling mechanism comprises, for each vertical strut, at least one guiding tab, said guiding tab extending from the surface of the upper beam facing the strut, and at least one receiving notch, said receiving notch extending from the surface of the strut facing the upper beam, said notch being adapted to receive the guiding tab,
- at least one of the two vertical struts and the upper beam is formed of a prefinished steel profile,
- the opening frame comprises an adjustable fixing mechanism for adjustably fixing the vertical struts and/or the upper beam with respect to the wall,
- the adjustable fixing mechanism comprises at least one level adjusting hollow member, said level adjusting hollow member extending through one of the vertical struts or through the upper beam,
- the opening frame comprises an upper pivot hinge and a lower pivot hinge, said upper and lower pivot hinges each having an articulating member and a plate, the plate being fixed to the articulating member, said upper and lower pivot hinges being intended to allow the articulation of an opening panel on the opening frame, the articulating member of the upper pivot hinge being inserted in a recess of the upper beam, the plate of the lower pivot hinge being fixed to a lower end of one of the struts.

The invention also relates to a doorset installation comprising an opening frame and an opening panel mounted on the opening frame, wherein the opening frame is as described above.

According to other advantageous aspects of the invention, the doorset installation includes one or more of the following features, considered individually or according to any technically possible combination:

- the opening panel includes a vertical profile having a radiused shape,
- the adjustable fixing mechanism comprises at least one member for fixing the opening frame onto the wall.

The invention also relates to a method for assembling a doorset installation in a bay of a wall, the method comprising the following steps:

- providing a doorset installation as described above, the vertical struts and the upper beam being in the disassembled configuration,
- inserting each guiding member into a corresponding receiving member to pass the vertical struts and the upper beam in the assembled configuration,
- fixing the opening frame to the wall.
invention, the method includes one or more of the following features, considered individually or according to any technically possible combination:

- the adjustable fixing mechanism comprises at least one level adjusting hollow member and at least one screw, said level adjusting hollow member extending through one of the vertical struts or through the upper beam, said screw being inserted inside the level adjusting hollow member, said screw extending through one of the vertical struts or through the upper beam, and the step of fixing the opening frame comprises the following steps:
  - screwing the or each level adjusting hollow member so as to adjustably fix the vertical struts and/or the upper beam with respect to the wall,
  - screwing the or each screw inside the or one of the level adjusting hollow member(s), so as to fix the opening frame onto the wall.

- the assembling mechanism comprises at least two guiding tabs, each guiding tab extending from the surface of one strut facing the upper beam, and at least two receiving slots on the upper beam, each slot being adapted to receive one of said tabs, and the method further comprises the following steps:
  - inserting the upper beam into the bay,
  - inserting the or each tab of each strut in one of the slots of the upper beam, while maintaining in place the upper beam.

- the opening frame comprises an upper pivot hinge and a lower pivot hinge, said upper and lower pivot hinges having an articulating member and a plate, the plate being fixed to the articulating member, the articulating member of the upper pivot hinge being inserted in a recess of the upper beam, the plate of the lower pivot hinge being fixed to a lower end of one of the struts, the opening panel has at least one lower recess and the method further comprises the following steps:
  - inserting the articulating member of the lower pivot hinge in the or one of the lower recess(es) of the opening panel,
  - fixing the plate of the upper pivot hinge to an upper surface of the opening panel.

[0014] Other features and advantages of the invention will appear upon reading the following description, given by way of example and with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

- Fig. 1 is a front view of a first doorset installation according to the invention, comprising an opening frame and an opening panel mounted on the opening frame;
- Fig. 2 is a schematic, perspective view of the opening frame of Fig. 1, the opening frame comprising eight level adjusting hollow members;
- Fig. 3 is a close-up perspective view of a first part of the opening frame of Fig. 1;
- Fig. 4 is a close-up perspective view of a second part of the opening frame of Fig. 1;
- Fig. 5 is a schematic, perspective view of one of the level adjusting hollow members of Fig. 2;
- Fig. 6 is a view from below of the doorset installation of Fig. 1; and
- Fig. 7 is a view similar to that of Fig. 6 of a second doorset installation according to the invention.

[0015] Within this description, the terms "longitudinal", "transverse", "horizontal" and "vertical" are defined in accordance with the conventional directions of an opening frame, i.e. the longitudinal direction corresponds to the height of the opening frame and the transverse direction corresponds to the width of the opening frame.

[0016] A first doorset installation 10 is shown in Fig. 1. The doorset installation 10 is installed within a bay 11 of a wall 12 and comprises an opening frame 14 according to the invention, and an opening panel 16 mounted on the opening frame 14.

[0017] The opening frame 14 comprises two vertical struts 18 separated from one another in the transverse direction. The opening frame 14 further comprises an upper beam 20 connecting the two vertical struts 18 and an assembling mechanism 22 for assembling each vertical strut 18 with the upper beam 20, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The opening frame 14 further advantageously comprises an adjustable fixing mechanism 24 for adjustably fixing the vertical struts 18 and/or the upper beam 20 with respect to the wall 12, an upper pivot hinge 26 and a lower pivot hinge 27. The upper and lower pivot hinges 26, 27 are intended to allow the articulation of the opening panel 16 on the opening frame 14.

[0018] At least one of the vertical struts 18 is advantageously formed of a prefinished steel profile 28. In the exemplary embodiment of Figs. 2 to 4, each vertical strut 18 is formed of a prefinished steel profile 28, each profile 28 being substantially "U-shaped". The two vertical struts 18 are able to pass from a disassembled configuration, not shown in the figures, to an assembled configuration, illustrated in Figs. 1 to 3, as will be described in further detail below.

[0019] The upper beam 20 is advantageously formed of a prefinished steel profile 30. In the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 2, the prefinished steel profile 30 is substantially "U-shaped". As shown in Fig. 3, the upper beam 20 is adapted to be applied on each vertical strut 18. More precisely, the upper beam 20 includes, at each of its ends 32, a flange 34 extending in the transverse direction. Each flange 34 is intended to bear against one of the vertical struts 18, in the assembled configuration of the struts 18. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the upper beam 20 fur-
The assembling mechanism 22 comprises, for each vertical strut 18, at least one guiding member 36 and at least one receiving slot 38. More precisely, the assembling mechanism 22 comprises, for each vertical strut 18, two guiding tabs 36 and two receiving slots 38. Each guiding tab 36 extends from the surface of one of the struts 18 facing the upper beam 20. Each receiving slot 38 is provided on the upper beam 20 and is adapted to receive one of the guiding tabs 36, thereby allowing the passage of the vertical struts 18 from their disassembled configuration to their assembled configuration, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

According to an alternative embodiment, not shown in the figures, the assembling mechanism 22 comprises, for each vertical strut 18, at least one guiding tab and at least one receiving notch. Each guiding tab extends from the surface of the upper beam facing the struts. Each receiving notch extends from the surface of one of the struts facing the upper beam and is adapted to receive one of the guiding tabs.

The adjustable fixing mechanism 24 preferably comprises at least one level adjusting hollow member 40A, 40B, 40C extending through one of the vertical struts 18 or through the upper beam 20. In the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 2, the adjustable fixing mechanism 24 comprises eight level adjusting hollow members 40A, 40B, 40C. Three first level adjusting hollow members 40A extend through one of the vertical struts 18, three second level adjusting hollow members 40B extend through the other vertical strut 18 and two third level adjusting hollow members 40C extend through the upper beam 20. The adjustable fixing mechanism 24 allows adjusting the opening frame 14 with regard to the wall 12. As an illustration, the adjustable fixing mechanism 24 allows compensating a plumb default of the order of 15 mm, for a bay having a height between 2063 mm and 2073 mm, and a width between 963 mm and 973 mm.

As shown in Fig. 5, each hollow member 40A, 40B, 40C includes for example a hollow slotted screw 42 and a sleeve 44 for receiving the hollow screw 42. Each sleeve 44 comprises a support flange 46 intended to bear against a surface of one of the vertical struts 18 or of the upper beam 20. Each sleeve 44 is threaded to enable screwing of a hollow screw 42 inside the sleeve 44.

The adjustable fixing mechanism 24 further advantageously comprises at least one member 48 for fixing the opening frame 14 onto the wall 12. In the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 2, the adjustable fixing mechanism 24 comprises eight fixing members 48. Each fixing member 48 is formed of a screw. Each screw 48 is intended to be inserted inside one of the level adjusting hollow members 40A, 40B, 40C. More precisely, as shown in Fig. 5, each screw 48 is intended to be inserted inside one of the hollow screws 42, and inside the associated sleeve 44, so as to fix the opening frame 14 onto the wall 12.

As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, each of the upper pivot hinge 26 and the lower pivot hinge 27 has an articulating member 50 and a plate 52 fixed to the articulating member 50.

In the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 3, the articulating member 50 of the upper pivot hinge 26 is formed of a sleeve 53. The sleeve 53 extends through an opening 54 of the plate 52 and is forcibly inserted in the recess 35A of the upper beam 20. In this embodiment, the plate 52 of the upper pivot hinge 26 has two apertures 55. Each aperture 55 extends opposite one of the holes 35B of the upper beam 20 and is intended to receive one screw. The plate 52 of the upper pivot hinge 26 is intended to be fixed to an upper surface 56 of the opening panel 16, as will be described in further detail below.

In the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 4, the articulating member 50 of the lower pivot hinge 27 is formed of a threaded rod 57 on the top of which is mounted a patella 58. In this embodiment, the plate 52 of the lower pivot hinge 27 has two perpendicular arms 59, the plate 52 being substantially "L-shaped". The threaded rod 57 extends through the lower arm of the plate 52. The upper arm of the plate 52 is screwed at a lower end of one of the vertical struts 18 and is fixed to the threaded rod 57 of the articulating member 50 via a nut 60.

The opening panel 16 has two vertical edges 62, two horizontal edges 63 and at least one lower recess 64 defined perpendicularly to one of the two horizontal edges 63. The opening panel 16 preferably includes a vertical profile 66. The vertical profile 66 is applied along one of the two vertical edges 62 and advantageously has a radius shaped, as shown in Fig. 6. The radius shaped of the vertical profile 66 eases the insertion of additional elements in the opening panel 16, such as for example home automation elements or seals for air, water and/or fire.

In the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 6, the opening panel 16 has two lower recesses 64. This allows an operator to selectively choose between two possible positions of the opening panel 16 with regard to the opening frame 14. Each lower recess 64 is aimed at receiving the articulating member 50 of the lower pivot hinge 27. More particularly, the patella 58 of the lower pivot hinge 27 is inserted into one of the two lower recesses 64.

A method for assembling the doorset installation 10 according to the invention in the bay 11 of the wall 12 will now be described.

Initially, the vertical struts 18 and the upper beam 20 are in the disassembled configuration. They can thus be stored and transported apart from each other,
which simplifies the logistics of the operation. The wall 12 is constructed with a predetermined bay 11.

[0032] An operator inserts the upper beam 20 into the bay 11, and maintains the upper beam 20 against the wall 12.

[0033] The operator then inserts each guiding member 36 into a corresponding receiving member 38, thus passing the vertical struts 18 and the upper beam 20 in the assembled configuration. In the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 3, the operator inserts each guiding tab 36 of each vertical strut 18 into a corresponding receiving slot 38 of the upper beam 20, while maintaining in place the upper beam 20.

[0034] Optionally, the operator then adjusts the opening frame 14 with regard to the wall 12, by means of a suitable tool such as for example a plumb, a spirit level or a meter.

[0035] The method for assembling the doorset installation 10 further comprises a step of fixing the opening frame 14 to the wall 12. More precisely, this fixing step includes a first phase wherein the operator screws each third level adjusting hollow member 40C so as to adjustably fix the upper beam 20 with respect to the wall 12. In the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 2, the operator inserts each sleeve 44 in an opening 68 of the upper beam 20, until the support flange 46 abuts a surface of the upper beam 20. The operator then screws each hollow screw 42 in a corresponding sleeve 44, until the hollow screw 42 abuts the wall 12. The screwing of each third level adjusting hollow member 40C is performed without forcing the opening frame 14.

[0036] The opening frame 14 thus adapts to the actual dimensions of the bay 11, even if the dimensions of the bay 11 do not precisely fit the dimensions of the frame 14.

[0037] The fixing step further comprises a second phase wherein the operator screws one of the fixing members 48 inside each third level adjusting hollow member 40C so as to fix the opening frame 14 onto the wall 12. In the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 2, the operator screws one of the screws 48 inside each hollow screw 42, and inside the associated sleeve 44, so as to fix the upper beam 20 onto the wall 12.

[0038] The fixing step further comprises a third phase wherein the operator screws each first and second level adjusting hollow members 40A, 40B so as to adjustably fix the vertical struts 18 with respect to the wall 12. In the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 2, the operator inserts each sleeve 44 of each first hollow member 40A in an opening 70A of one of the vertical struts 18, and each sleeve 44 of each second hollow member 40B in an opening 70B of the other vertical strut 18. The operator then screws each hollow screw 42 in a corresponding sleeve 44, until the hollow screw 42 abuts the wall 12. The screwing of each first and second level adjusting hollow member 40A, 40B is performed without forcing the opening frame 14.

[0039] The fixing step further comprises a fourth phase wherein the operator screws one of the fixing members 48 inside each first and second level adjusting hollow member 40A, 40B so as to fix the opening frame 14 onto the wall 12. In the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 2, the operator screws one of the screws 48 inside each hollow screw 42, and inside the associated sleeve 44, so as to fix the vertical struts 18 onto the wall 12.

[0040] The operator then screws the upper arm of the plate 52 of the lower pivot hinge 27 to a lower end of one of the vertical struts 18. The operator inserts the threaded rod 57 of the lower pivot hinge 27 in the lower arm of the plate 52 and then fixes the upper arm of the plate 52 to the threaded rod 57 via the nut 60. The operator then mounts the patella 58 at the top of the threaded rod 57 and inserts the articulating member 50 of the lower pivot hinge 27 into one of the two lower recesses 64.

[0041] The articulating member 50 of the upper pivot hinge 26 is then inserted by the operator in the recess 35A of the upper beam 20. More precisely, the sleeve 53, which extends through the opening 54 of the plate 52, is forcibly inserted in the recess 35A of the upper beam 20. The operator then applies the plate 52 of the upper pivot hinge 26 against the upper surface 56 of the opening panel 16, while maintaining the articulating member 50 inserted in the recess 35A.

[0042] The operator finally inserts one screw into each hole 35B of the upper beam 20 and in the corresponding aperture 55 of the plate 52 of the upper pivot hinge 26. Each screw is then screwed in the upper surface 56 of the opening panel, thereby fixing the upper pivot hinge 26 to the opening panels 16.

[0043] A second doorset installation 80 according to the invention is shown in Fig. 7. Elements similar to the first embodiment described above, are identified by the same reference, and are therefore not described again.

[0044] The doorset installation 80 comprises the opening frame 14 according to the invention, and an opening panel 82 mounted on the opening frame 14.

[0045] Unlike the opening panel 16 of the first doorset installation 10, the opening panel 82 includes a vertical profile 84 having a rectangular shape. The vertical profile 84 is applied along one of the two vertical edges 62 of the opening panel 82. The rectangular shape of the vertical profile 84 advantageously allows moving the pivot point of the opening panel 82 closer to the edge of the opening frame 14 so that it has adequate clearance when opening.

[0046] The opening frame 14 thus allows reducing the costs related to its assembly within the wall 12, whilst facilitating said assembly. Indeed, the opening frame 14 is reversible and compact, especially in the disassembled configuration, which allows a significant reduction in the storage costs. "Reversible" means that the opening frame 14 according to the invention can be used in both directions of possible openings, i.e. for a left pushing opening panel or for a right pushing opening panel.
[0047] Besides, the opening frame 14 according to the invention is removable and can be refilled with a low volume per square meter of surface to be reused on site or at another site. This also helps to reduce costs.

[0048] In addition, the mounting of the upper and lower pivot hinges 26, 27 at the top and bottom edge of the opening panel allows eliminating side loads on the opening frame 14. This mounting further advantageously eliminates welding of the plates of the hinges on the opening frame. Moreover, such a mounting allows aesthetic personalization of the vertical profile of the opening panel, particularly its shape and/or color.

[0049] Besides, the upper and lower pivot hinges 26, 27 are invisible once the opening panel mounted on the opening frame, which gives the doorset installation a perfect appearance as well as durability of the operation of opening/closing.

[0050] The use of the guiding and receiving members in the assembly mechanism, together with the use of the adjustable fixing mechanism provides a fit and quick installation of the opening frame within the wall.

[0051] Furthermore, thanks to the invention which has been described, no welding is required in the opening frame 14. In particular, no welding is required to fix the upper beam to the two vertical struts. This leads to a particular simple assembly of the opening frame within the wall.

[0052] Besides, the assembly method according to the invention provides a particularly short duration of assembly, and allows a standardization of this duration. As an illustration, the duration of assembly is for example between 5 and 10 minutes for a single operator.

[0053] The assembly method according to the invention also allows the installation of the opening frame within the wall at the end of construction, i.e. after the construction of the wall. This advantageously reduces the risk of damage such as moisture absorption, impacts, installation with plumb defaults and others.

[0054] Moreover, a decor can be applied to the vertical struts 18 and upper beam 20 when manufacturing these elements, and protected by a releasable film during the assembly of the opening frame 14. Then, the releasable film can be discarded at the end of the assembly. The opening frame is therefore easy and cheap to decorate.

Claims

1. Opening frame (14) intended to be fixed in a bay (11) of a wall (12), the opening frame (14) comprising:
   - two vertical struts (18),
   - an upper beam (20) connecting the two vertical struts (18), the upper beam (20) being adapted to be applied on each vertical strut (18),
   - an assembling mechanism (22) for assembling each vertical strut (18) with the upper beam (20), characterized in that the vertical struts (18) are able to pass from a disassembled configuration to an assembled configuration, the assembling mechanism (22) comprising, for each vertical strut (18), at least one guiding member (36) and at least one receiving member (38) being adapted to receive the guiding member (36) in the assembled configuration, to define a predetermined position of each vertical strut (18) with regard to the upper beam (20).

2. Opening frame (14) according to claim 1, characterized in that the assembling mechanism (22) comprises, for each vertical strut (18), at least one guiding tab (36), said guiding tab (36) extending from the surface of the strut (18) facing the upper beam (20), and at least one receiving slot (38) on the upper beam (20), said slot (38) being adapted to receive the guiding tab (36).

3. Opening frame (14) according to claim 1, characterized in that the assembling mechanism (22) comprises, for each vertical strut (18), at least one guiding tab, said guiding tab extending from the surface of the upper beam (20) facing the strut (18), and at least one receiving notch, said receiving notch extending from the surface of the strut (18) facing the upper beam, said notch being adapted to receive the guiding tab.

4. Opening frame (14) according to any one of the previous claims, characterized in that at least one of the two vertical struts (18) and the upper beam (20) is formed of a prefinished steel profile (28, 30).

5. Opening frame (14) according to any one of the previous claims, characterized in that it further comprises an adjustable fixing mechanism (24) for adjusting the vertical struts (18) and/or the upper beam (20) with respect to the wall (12).

6. Opening frame (14) according to any one of claim 5, characterized in that the adjustable fixing mechanism (24) comprises at least one level adjusting hollow member (40A, 40B, 40C), said level adjusting hollow member (40A, 40B, 40C) extending through one of the vertical struts (18) or through the upper beam (20).

7. Opening frame (14) according to any one of the previous claims, characterized in that it further comprises an upper pivot hinge (26) and a lower pivot hinge (27), said upper and lower pivot hinges (26, 27) each having an articulating member (50) and a plate (52), the plate (52) being fixed to the articulating member (50), said upper and lower pivot hinges (26, 27) being intended to allow the articulation of an opening panel (16) on the opening frame (14), the articulating member (50) of the upper pivot hinge (26).
being inserted in a recess (35A) of the upper beam (20), the plate (52) of the lower pivot hinge (27) being fixed to a lower end of one of the struts (18).

8. Doorset installation (10 ; 80) characterized in that it comprises :
   - an opening frame (14) according to any one of the previous claims ;
   - an opening panel (16 ; 82) mounted on the opening frame (14).

9. Doorset installation (10) according to claim 8, characterized in that the opening panel (16) includes a vertical profile (66) having a radiused shape.

10. Doorset installation (10 ; 80) according to claim 8 or 9 when the opening frame (14) is according to claim 5 or 6, characterized in that the adjustable fixing mechanism (24) comprises at least one member (48) for fixing the opening frame (14) onto the wall (12).

11. Method for assembling a doorset installation (10 ; 80) in a bay (11) of a wall (12), characterized in that the method comprises the following steps:
   - providing a doorset installation (10 ; 80) according to claim 10, the vertical struts (18) and the upper beam (20) being in the disassembled configuration,
   - inserting each guiding member (36) into a corresponding receiving member (38) to pass the vertical struts (18) and the upper beam (20) in the assembled configuration,
   - fixing the opening frame (14) to the wall (12).

12. Method according to claim 11, characterized in that the adjustable fixing mechanism (24) comprises at least one level adjusting hollow member (40A, 40B, 40C) and at least one screw (48), said level adjusting hollow member (40A, 40B, 40C) extending through one of the vertical struts (18) or through the upper beam (20), said screw (48) being inserted inside the level adjusting hollow member (40A, 40B, 40C), said screw (48) extending through one of the vertical struts (18) or through the upper beam (20), and in that the step of fixing the opening frame (14) comprises the following steps:
   - screwing the or each level adjusting hollow member (40A, 40B, 40C) so as to adjustably fix the vertical struts (18) and/or the upper beam (20) with respect to the wall (12),
   - screwing the or each screw (48) inside the or one of the level adjusting hollow member(s) (40A, 40B, 40C), so as to fix the opening frame (14) onto the wall (12).

13. Method according to claim 11 or 12, characterized in that the assembling mechanism (22) comprises at least two guiding tabs (36), each guiding tab (36) extending from the surface of one strut (18) facing the upper beam (20), and at least two receiving slots (38) on the upper beam (20), each slot (38) being adapted to receive one of said tabs (36), and in that the method further comprises the following steps:
   - inserting the upper beam (20) into the bay (11),
   - inserting the or each tab (36) of each strut (18) in one of the slots (38) of the upper beam (20), while maintaining in place the upper beam (20).

14. Method according to any of claims 11 to 13, characterized in that the opening frame (14) comprises an upper pivot hinge (26) and a lower pivot hinge (27), said upper and lower pivot hinges (26, 27) having an articulating member (50) and a plate (52), the plate (52) being fixed to the articulating member (50), the articulating member (50) of the upper pivot hinge (26) being inserted in a recess (35A) of the upper beam (20), the plate (52) of the lower pivot hinge (27) being fixed to a lower end of one of the struts (18), in that the opening panel (16 ; 82) has at least one lower recess (64) and in that the method further comprises the following steps:
   - inserting the articulating member (50) of the lower pivot hinge (27) in the or one of the lower recess(es) (64) of the opening panel (16 ; 82),
   - fixing the plate (52) of the upper pivot hinge (26) to an upper surface (56) of the opening panel (16 ; 82).
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